
Along the continuum...

As PharmaVOICE enters its 10th year, the basic premise on

whichwe founded thepublication,and the company,remains

as true today as it did on that February afternoon back in

2001: there is a fundamental need to understand the life-sci-

ences industry from a holistic perspective that cuts across

industry silos and provides a horizontal overview of the myriad topics that affect a drug

or biologic compound frommolecule throughmarket.

There are hundreds, if not thousands, of intersecting points along the drug develop-

ment continuum. To do our jobs effectively, we contend that it is imperative to under-

stand what happens before, during (directly and tangentially), and certainly after one’s

interaction with a drug or biologic candidate.

The drug development stakes couldn’t be higher,and the chances against success are

staggering. According to Tufts CSDD, currently it costs, on average, more than $1 billion

and takesmore than seven years from the start of a clinical trial to conduct the necessary

studies and win approval to market a new drug in the United States.

In 1980,PhRMA’smember companies invested$2billion in research anddevelopment

of medicines; in 2008, they spent a record $65.2 billion in the research and development

of new life-changingmedicines andvaccines.According toPhRMA,the sector’s R&D focus

also provides considerable value to the U.S. economy; PhRMAmember companies dedi-

cated roughly 70% of their R&D investment domestically.

According to themost recent study conducted by Archstone Consulting and Dr. Law-

ton R.Burns,Director,TheWharton Center for HealthManagement and Economics at The

Wharton School,University of Pennsylvania,domestic R&D spending by biopharmaceuti-

cal companies was about $65,000 per direct employee in 2006— about eight times the

published estimates of R&D spending per employee in all manufacturing industries

between2000 and2004.Furthermore,about one-quarter of themore than686,000direct

employees of the sectorwere engaged in life,physical,or social sciences research in 2006;

the sector also supported 1 million indirect jobs and 1.5 million induced jobs that year.

As of late, the industry has experienced its share of challenges, but there remains an

urgent need to safely address unmet medical conditions in dozens of therapeutic cate-

gories.

Obviously, it’s impossible to capture all of the processes, strategies, and technologies

that affect a molecule’s progression along the drug development timeline; however, we

hope this special issue provides you with some valuable top-level insights that you can

use in your pursuit of excellence, efficiency, and successful outcomes.

We thank the more than 60 industry experts who took their time to raise their voices

on the myriad topics included in the print as well as digital edition (don’t forget to check

out pharmavoice.com for exclusivebonus content) ranging from target identification and

validation,HIT finding,and lead optimization, to early clinical safety and efficacy; to Phase

I through Phase III trials; to registration and launch; and, finally, postlaunch.

We welcome and encourage your feedback on this issue— Raise Your Voice!
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